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Game Plans Being Achievable
Game plans, many questions
How achievable should your game plan be for team members to fulfil
versus achieving results?

REPLY

If the expectation is winning, then the game plan has to be the process
to meet the expectation. If we talk pennant competition here in Victoria, we
need to know the performance measures, as such, to say get in the finals of
the relevant pennant level competition.
Pennant fours team rink% Statistics standards: the figure in brackets is the number bowls deemedMat Length (ML) or effective delivery from a total of 42 bowls deliveredover 21 ends as accepted pennant performance objective at stated levels.
Pennant competition level LEAD Second Third Skip
Premier league 50 (21) 50 (21) 45 (19) 45 (19)
Division 1. 40 (17) 40 (17) 33 (14) 33 (14)
Division 2 36 (15) 36 (15) 30 (12) 30 (12)
Division 3. 33 (14) 33 (14) 26 (11) 26 (11)

If players can meet these standards the chances are wins occur,
accepting all the variables still around to affect the result - such as
opposition, our own tactics.

If you want the results, but lack the personnel to meet the outcome,
then the training / coaching is the tool used to raise this skill level to the
required level of pennant.

But will these players commit, and even if they did, have you 16
players in positions who could team to apply the game plan(s) to gain the
win.

Realistically, I doubt it at club level!
Now when you pose your question and it applies to a team competing

for elite level titles - regional, provincial, state, national, international - the
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answer is the players have to fulfil the game plan as you / they expect to win
as that is what the mindset is at elite level.

At this elite level it is NOT your game plan, it is ours - we plot it, train
it, try it, accept it and apply it, and, in every one of the four positions; if not
get rid of the one player not adhering to the agreed game plan; and that could
well be the skip.

My take on this if I was in the team is we want to win, I want to win,
so don’t you screw my chances of being deprived of the title by your not
adhering to the game plan.

At this elite level we know what level of performance, what game
plan will give us the best chance of success.

All four of us have an obligation to commit to that team effort.
What is it?

Know your role, accept your role, play and perform your role.
And your role is a consequence of all that preparation, that simulation in
training of our game plan, that team thing as seen with good teams.
My last take on this question is game plan experimenting, rigidly applying
the plan to discover the consequences.

Experimental examples our pBus squad introduced being:
Bowls to end in set or specific locations at the head.
Three of first 4 behind, with other within a mat width of jack.
First bowl to finish about a metre behind the jack.
When we were in the Elbows squad, we tried all sorts of variations in

events to gauge the merit of our effort, to see if there is value in continuing
this line of approach.

Actually last Sunday we alternated skips every two ends against these
two other squad members;

So when one player skipped, the lead had to roll the jack minimum to
the 2m. mark, draw jack high about a MW from jack with bowl one and then
drive the jack into the ditch with delivery two.

The lead hit that head twice requiring a replay end and missed the jack
by the width of a jack one of the ends.

Opposition aghast!!!
Our team, yeah that was the instruction, go do your role.
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